Altered degree centrality in childhood absence epilepsy: A resting-state fMRI study.
Modern network studies have suggested that the pathology of many neurological diseases is in fact not equally distributed over the brain but preferentially affects the hub regions. This study aims to investigate how hub regions were affected in Children with Childhood absence epilepsy (CAE) using resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI). As one important measures obtained from rs-fMRI, degree centrality (DC) calculates the number of direct connections between a given node and the rest of the brain within the entire connectivity matrix of the brain. In this study, twenty-five CAE children and 25 healthy controls were recruited to investigate the DC changes in CAE patients. Compared with healthy controls, children with CAE showed significantly decreased DC in default mode network (DMN, medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus and middle temporal cortex) and increased DC in thalamus. Importantly, significant negative correlation between the epilepsy duration and DC was found in precuneus. Our results suggested selective and specific disruption of hub nodes, especially thalamus and the highly connected brain regions within DMN, might underlie the pathophysiological mechanism of CAE.